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Model: S9300
The S9300 Tepid Emergency System shall consist of
a water heater storage tank and 120V 20AMP heating element. The S9300 Tepid Emergency System
shall incorporate 2 emergency mixing valves capable of controlling outlet temperature over a wide
range of demand requirements. The mixing valves
shall employ a liquid-filled thermostatic motor and
a stainless steel sliding piston control device. The
valves shall offer positive hot water shut-off in the
event of cold water supply loss and full flow cold
water bypass in the event of hot water supply loss
or thermostatic failure. The system shall also incorporate a device capable of flattening temperature
spike through the system as well as a heat trap to
prevent heat migration to the cold side of the mixing
valves. Unit supplied complete with pre-piped 118
gallon storage tank, 120V 20AMP heating element,
patented accumulator, SV125 and SV107 Emergency Mixing Valves. Approximate weight empty = 600
lbs. The hot water tank is UL listed, heating element
is CSA approved and the housing has either a Nema
1, 4 or 7 rating.
The modular design will allow for modifying the
specs of eyewash without replacement of the whole
unit.
This system, combined with a Stingray Emergency shower or combination shower and eye/face
wash is a complete tepid solution that is ANSI/ISEA
Z358.1 compliant. Please select the correct fixture
per the application.

Equipment Options:					
Stingray Series 3000
[ ] 3010 Floor Mounted Emergency Shower 		
[ ] 3015 Floor Mounted Emergency Shower
[ ] 3020 Ceiling Mounterd Emergency Shower
[ ] 3025 Ceiling Mounterd Emergency Shower
[ ] 3030 Wall Mounted Emergency Shower		
[ ] 3035 Wall Mounted Emergency Shower
Stingray Series 5000
[ ] 5510 Floor Mounted Combination Shower
[ ] 5515 Floor Mounted Combination Shower
[ ] 5530 Wall Mounted Combination Shower
[ ] 5535 Wall Mounted Combination Shower
Cold Water Filter:
[ ] Please Specify: ________________________
Heating Element Options:
[ ] Nema 1 (N1)
[ ] Nema 4 (N4)
[ ] Nema 7 (N7)
Please see the individual specification sheets for the
fixtures for all of the options available for the selected
fixture.
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